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Stories for Active Participation
Photo portait and photostories

By Antonio Tiso



YoMEM Workshops
How to take great photo portraits



The main objective of the workshop is the creation 
and collection of stories through the tools of 
writing and photography.  The participants, 

authors of the stories, will explore the themes of 
the project Young messengers of European 

Memory and acquire skills in the use of 
autobiographical writing and photographic 

portraiture, and secondly foster meeting and 
networking, also in the perspective to create the 

YoMEm volunteer network



How to take a 
photo portrait

Some tips
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Travel light to avoid being weighed down 
When you are walking the streets, remember not to be weighed down by unnecessary 

accessories such as a tripod. Always remember to be comfortable and wear a good pair 
of walking shoes.



Don’t get bogged down in research
It’s more fun to discover things while I’m there instead of 

going with a long shopping list 



Overcome your shyness and ask to 
take portraits

If people think you’re sincere and your intentions are 
honourable, most people will give you a few minutes 
of their time. Just remember that you don't know the 
person's story. It could be they've had a bad day, 
some bad news or just don't feel like being bothered 
by a camera. If they refuse or object, move on. As a 
photographer, you can’t take it personally and get 
upset about it.



Get close into your subject to create 
intense and intimate portraits

If a shot doesn’t come together the first time, go back and try again. 
There have likely been several occasions where you’ve found the right 
location or situation yet for some reason the conditions, such as the 
light, people or weather just haven’t been right. But that doesn’t mean it 
won’t eventually. Return to the location, several times if you have to, and 
try again and again until it’s right. Patience and perseverance are the 
greatest weapons of any photographer. ‘One key to finding the right 
situation, the right light, the right moment, is to go back time and time 
again until you feel you’ve really gotten the best you can out of that 
situation.’





Follow the rule of thirds

If you’ve studied photography then you’ll know of the 
compositional rule of thirds, which says you should 
see your image as a grid and compose your image 

along the points of intersection between two vertical 
lines and two horizontal lines. Position the elements 
you want to emphasise in your images along those 

lines and intersections and you’ll have an image that is 
visually pleasing for the viewer.









Follow the rules of composition but 
don’t be afraid to break them

Rule of Thirds. Leading Lines. Diagonals. 
Framing. Figure to Ground. Fill the Frame. 
Center Dominant Eye. Patterns and 
Repetition. Symmetry. “Enjoy yourself. 
Photograph in your own way and your own 
style.”



Ensure Your 
Subject Is 

Well Lit
Generally speaking, natural daylight 
is the most attractive light source for 
portrait photography – especially if 

you don’t have dedicated studio 
lighting.



Be patient and wait for the perfect moment 
‘Most photographers have at some time recognised a composition and waited for a person or 

animal or car to complete the picture. There are times when you recognise a design or a 
composition, and you work it; if you think it’s worth it, you’ll wait for as long as it takes.



Use the centre of the frame 
People tend to avoid such an obvious technique, conditioned as they are by the above-
mentioned rule of thirds. However, there is real power in the simplicity of placing your 

image dead in the centre and it’s evident throughout much of his work.



Use leading lines 
It is a traditional photographic technique often used for leading lines to achieve depth and pleasing visuals. 

Leading lines are a great way to lead the viewer’s eye into an image. It’s a simple technique that can make almost 
achieve the illusion of three-dimensionality. It can carry us right into the world of the image.



Shoot in colour 
It’s easy to take for granted but learning to see colour takes practice. You have to study it – how do certain colours work together? How do 
they clash? What can they tell about the scene? Colour can be a crucial compositional element and can also tell a story all its own. It’s worth 

taking some time to go out and find striking primary colours. Once you begin to tune your eye to those, you’ll begin to train yourself to 
notice the subtleties, those hidden smaller shades that sit somewhere in between. 



Knock on doors. You might need to go inside a 
stranger’s home to get the best shot. Get outside your 
comfort zone. “It all depends on how you relate to 
people, and how you develop connection with people 
and bring them into your process, and have them 
believe on what you’re doing, and kind of wonderful 
things happen from that.” 

Say Hello. “I always try and give people respect 
instead of running up and putting my camera in their 
face.” And treat your subjects as equals.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gRMCPSVi5kU


Plan your photography around the times of day the light is at 
its most flattering 

It’s better to plan his shooting days around the light. He will 
always shoot when the light is at its most flattering to the 
subject, which tends to be in the morning and evenings. In the 
times of day when the sun is overhead and too hard, he’ll shoot 
inside, maybe markets, temples or shops.  ‘I try and set up my 
shooting day to be in a place where there is favourable light the 
whole day. In the morning, I might be outside. In late morning, I 
might be inside, so I’m always in a place where the light is 
working with me.’





Tell an interesting story. “The important thing is to say something 
that’s going to matter, something that will change my viewpoint about 
the world, something I can learn from.”  

Be in the moment. “I like to walk around silently and just observe what 
is happening around me… to just be out there alone and just explore 
and discover and have an adventure with it.”  

Your Eye, Heart And Soul Are Your Most Important Gear. 

Use photography to learn about the world.

Don’t just take photos. Leave a legacy.  

Study the photographers of the past.





This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This 
communication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot 

be held responsible for any use which June be made of the information contained 
therein. 
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